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introverted point of view ' general concepts' such as reason,
intellect, etc., are ( faculties', z.e. simple basic functions,
which embrace in a uniform sense the multiplicity of the
psychic processes governed by them, to the standpoint of
the extraverted empiricist they are nothing but secondary,
derived concepts, elaborations of those elementary pro-
cesses upon which the holders of this view lay the chief
value. According to this standpoint, it is better that we
should have no dealings with such concepts, but should,
on principle, "constantly reduce them to their simple
factors". Obviously for the empiricist any other than
reductive thinking in connection with general concepts is
simply out of the question, since for him concepts are
mere derivatives of experience. He can have no sort of
knowledge of * rational concepts', or a priori ideas, since
his passive, apperceptive thinking is orientated by sense-
conditioned experience. As a result of this attitude, the
object is always accentuated : it is, as it were, active,
necessitating perceptions and complicated reasonings; but
these demand the existence of general concepts, which,
however, serve only to comprise certain groups of
phenomena under one collective designation. Thus the
general concept is, naturally, a mere secondary factor,
which, apart from language, has no real existence.
Science, therefore, can concede to reason, phantasy,
etc., no right to independent existence, so long as it
supports the view that only what is present as sense-
accredited matter of fact ('elementary factors*) has any
real existence. But when thinking, as in the case of the
introvert, is orientated by active apperception, reason,
intellect, phantasy, etc., have the value of basic functions, or
faculties, i.e. powers or activities operating externally from
within: this is because the accent of value for this stand-
point is given to the concept, and not to the elementary
processes covered and comprised by the concept Such a

